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Abstract
Publicly available visualisations play an increasing role in enabling wider audiences to contribute to debates to shape place
futures. In this article, we unpack such contributions to consider the conceptualisation, actualisation and deployment of
these visualisations as separate entities that each require development and reflection. In doing so we draw on our expe-
riences of using two public engagement tools that utilise visualisations of residents’ comments. Through this we explore
the limitations of visualisations in public engagement designed to support differing levels of debate and their abilities to
support abstract topics and geographic associations. We discuss how visualisations alone do not produce actions and how
they need to be rooted in wider conversations about a place to lead to insights and action. The article calls for the linking
of visualisations for place meaning and place action at different stages of much broader public engagement projects to
unlock the potentials present in them in the mediatisation of built environment outcomes.
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1. Mobilising Participation with Visualisations

Post-war planners saw little relevance or need for cit-
izen participation—planning was a science that could
be applied to cities through gathering information and
making strategic plans (Jacobs, 1961). Latterly, the de-
sire for public participation in planning has becomemain-
stream in discussions in many nations, although there
are often doubts as to the actual commitment of plan-
ners and politicians to such practices. Where commit-
ment exists, a great deal of attention has shifted to-

ward finding efficient and effective methods for partic-
ipation, particularly of hard to reach groups (Bishop,
2015). Visualisations and associated digital technologies
represent some of the most recent attempts to support
citizen engagement and knowledge exchange in planning
(Batty, 2001).

Regardless of methods used, a universal feature
when engaging citizens in planning lies in how citizens’
understanding of place can be integrated with formal,
expert-driven processes (Fischer, 2000). In theory, pub-
licly available visualisations of place-based discussions
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could support wider audiences participating in questions
concerning place futures. For example, with the growing
role and availability of technology, citizens are able to cre-
ate their own visualisations as tools for action (Manuel,
Vigar, Bartindale, & Comber, 2017; Puussaar, Johnson,
Montague, James, & Wright, 2018), and apply pressure
to shape planning outcomes. With this comes a subtle
change in the role of visualisations—from one that was
used by experts to display results for their expert peers,
to using visualisations through which the public may ex-
press themselves. In turn this requires rethinking the role
of the visualiser, from one who creates ready-made vi-
sualisations to one who crafts the context within which
public input becomes visible.

Given this shift, and the opportunities offered by the
emergence of new digital technologies, we focus on the
role of the visualiser (the person generating the visualisa-
tions) and their role in supporting knowledge exchange
in town planning using two engagement tools we de-
signed. When speaking of the role of the visualiser we
refer to our role in mobilising engagement through pub-
lic visualisations provided by these engagement tools.
The engagement tools used two different strategies to vi-
sualise community input: JigsAudio creates a visual mu-
ral without spatial relation, and PlaceChangers creates
an annotated map with an explicit spatial relationship.
The engagement tools were used to facilitate conversa-
tions around place meaning (values shared in relation to
a place) and place action (desired changes) in two en-
gagement projects, which we explore through three re-
search questions:

• What roles did the visualiser take in the creation
of the public visual artefact?

• How did the characteristics of the spatial and non-
spatial visualisations influence the types of en-
gagement with place?

• How might public visualisations create a space for
the discussion of alternative views of place?

Based upon these two case studies, we contribute
to a discussion on understanding the act of visualis-
ing, and the bearing this has on how citizens engage
with planning.

2. Background: Mediatisation, Visualisations and
Knowledge Exchange

2.1. The (Re)Presentation of the Urban in Visualisations

Tufte (2001), a pioneer in the field of data visualisations,
referred to visualisations as the graphical display of quan-
titative information in charts. He argues that by draw-
ing on our ability to unpick patterns in visual imagery
(more easily than rows of numbers), visualisations aid
in the understanding of complex relationships in data.
An example of the power of visualisations of quantita-
tive information of urban space is presented in Szell’s

(2018) “visual assessment of space imbalance” in trans-
port infrastructure of major global cities. However, in
planning, the concept of visualisation goes beyond sta-
tistical relationships, and emphasises the presentation
of geographical and increasingly geometrical relation-
ships pertaining to the real-world. In this context, vi-
sualisations refers to different ways of sharing informa-
tion through “drawings, maps, perspectives, 3D physical
scale models, computer visualisation models, and scien-
tific visualisation” (Pietsch, 2000, p. 521), as well as a
wide range of visual methods to collect this information,
such as through sketches, colleagues, photo collections
(Al-Kodmany, 2002) and mapping activities (Kingston,
Carver, Evans, & Turton, 2000)

Al-Kodmany (2002) shows how analogous visual
methods, such as sketching on paper, relate to computer-
supported methods of visualising, such as drawing plans
digitally—demonstrating a continuum between digital
and non-digital visualisations. When creating visualisa-
tions for public engagement, there are three key at-
tributes that characterise any visualisation depicting
the real-world. Pietsch (2000) notes those character-
istics as level of ‘abstraction,’ ‘accuracy’ and ‘realism.’
Abstraction describes the level of detail show of the real
world. For example, a building may be presented as a
cube or with its detailed facade. Realism refers to the
level of visual similarity or mimicry to the real world, for
example, through textures and physique. Lastly, accuracy
discusses the extent to which information represents the
real world in scale and positioning. Seen from this per-
spective, it is possible to relate simple sketches and de-
tailed drawings into a continuum of visual presentation
techniques. Within these parameters, the visualiser has
important decisions to make—whether to radically sim-
plify a model of reality or to present reality more closely.

Understanding the implications for visualisation and
engagement in planning, the gradient between sponta-
neous and scientific visualisations are one of the key de-
cisions in using visualisations for knowledge exchange
(Al-Kodmany, 2002). In public engagement, abstract tech-
niques offer creative freedom for participants, but can
be hard to interpret by planners. On the other hand,
visualisations that depict the real-world with high lev-
els of accuracy and realism, may be hard to interpret
(Watson, 2020). Engagement methods need to capture
a range of knowledges, both experiences of places and
expert knowledge, perhaps requiring different visualisa-
tions for different engagement stages or objectives. For
instance, the local knowledge of residents, and of value
to planning outcomes, is less amenable to being depicted
in highly accurate visualisations. Effective knowledge ex-
change is challenging if insights cannot be combined,
especially everyday experiences of places and planning-
specific expertise (Natarajan, 2017). Therefore, while
Hemmersam, Martin, Westvang, Aspen, and Morrison
(2015) state that visualisations in planning are essen-
tial in supporting knowledge exchange, the visualisation
needs to align with its purpose.
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2.2. Emerging Visualisations in Digital Civic Engagement
in the UK

Historically, visualisations have always played a key role
in planning especially through physical models andmaps.
However, the role of public engagement in planning re-
mained weak. In the UK, the Skeffington Report of 1969
critiqued the established approach to planning, lead-
ing to legislation on public participation in planning. In
the report, the committee laid out a series of mea-
sures planners could adopt to provide new opportuni-
ties for citizens to be involved in planning. Increasing de-
mands for citizens to engage in planning have not been
accompanied by great systematic success in doing so
(Bishop, 2015). One response was to look towards vi-
sualisations that were simpler to read to support non-
expert understandings and solicit feedback on propos-
als. Visualisations changed to reflect this—they were no
longer to be used only by experts, but increasingly for
external stakeholders, citizens and politicians to under-
stand as well. For instance, Batty (2007, p. 326) noted
that “spatial databases…(took) pride of place only in the
1990s while the use of graphics and the web for dis-
semination andparticipation has only become significant
very recently.’’

Methods for engaging citizens in town planning on-
line are a recent phenomenon driven by the maturing
of web technologies in the early 2000s (de Lange &
de Waal, 2013). Technologies have been explored to
understand their value in making people aware of the
potential consequences of a development (Batty, 2001;
Dambruch & Krämer, 2014). Interactive web technolo-
gies (Web 2.0) allowpeople to view and comment on pro-
posals, rather than needing to travel somewhere (Wilson,
Tewdwr-Jones, & Comber, 2019). However, many visuali-
sations used in planning remain designed by experts for
other experts or privileged users (such as other planners,
their clients, or people with influence) rather than for cit-
izen understanding. This makes it necessary to build crit-
ical understandings of how those visualisations are used
for engagement.

2.3. New Directions in Digital Civic Engagement with
Public Visualisations

Early technologies for participation in planning typically
used maps-based visualisations that planners could in-
terrogate to understand citizen opinions (Nuojua, 2010).
Approaches using map-based visualisations have under-
gone multiple iterations, drawing on mobile apps, such
as in the case of Mobile Democracy that explored ‘situ-
ated action’ that couples engagement through a smart
phone that respond to physical tags (Bohøj, Borchorst,
Bødker, Korn, & Zander, 2011), or more recently, engage-
ment with nearby planning issues using smart watches
(Wilson et al., 2019). Furthermore, the emergence of
open cartographic systems, such as OpenStreetMap, al-
lows mapping to become more engaging and interactive

(Haklay&Weber, 2008). Research on spatial data systems
is evolving rapidly towards the development of sharedde-
velopment environments for cities and its technical foun-
dations (Nourian, Martinez-Ortiz, & Ohori, 2018).

Whilst most digital participation technologies use
map-based approaches through mobile devices, there
is a growing opportunity for those that avoid screen-
mediated engagement and encourage participation with
visualisations that are physical, in public spaces and non-
spatial (Koeman, Kalnikaitė, Rogers, & Bird, 2014). The
exploration of visual media to express matters of con-
cern in images and sketches for instance (Johnson et al.,
2017; Wilson & Tewdwr-Jones, 2019) are accessible and
engaging, and draw on co-locatedmodes of engagement.
Other work, such as Taylor et al.’s (2015) Tenison Road
Project, encouraged residents and visitors of a road to
co-create data archives related to their street. They ex-
plored novel forms of displaying data with large respon-
sive electronic pie charts and bar graphs alongside elec-
tronic voting devices in residents’ homes. Thesemethods
go beyond an efficiency-driven approach to visualisation
into approaches that can generate interest and encour-
age engagement. These examples illustrate the opportu-
nities of non-app and non-screen-based systems to sup-
port engagement with place-based concerns.

3. Method: Relating Insight from Two
Engagement Tools

To explore the role of the visualiser we refer to two case
studies of public visualisations using the PlaceChangers
and JigsAudio engagement tools to reflect on visualisa-
tions for community engagement in planning. We took
a ‘design research’ approach which is concerned with
generating insights on social phenomena through mak-
ing prototypes (Frayling, 1993). Archer (1981, p. 30) de-
fines design as “the combined embodiment of configura-
tion, composition, structure, purpose, value and mean-
ing in man-made things and systems.” We separately de-
signed two public engagement tools that employ visu-
alisations in different ways to support engagement in
planning and deployed them in ‘in the wild’ to under-
stand the use of the technologies in context. We reflect
critically on the function and role of the visual artefacts
and explore the relationships between the social con-
text and the designed artefacts (Cross, 1999) based on
two deployments.

3.1. Analysis Framework

We created a framework of three themes to facilitate the
reflection and synthesise insights on the role of the visu-
aliser, the visualisation, and to structure the subsequent
case analysis:

• The role of the visualiser: The activities and consid-
erationsmade by the visualiser and its relationship
with other roles on the project.
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• The types of engagement enacted: The interac-
tions observed with those visualisations in partici-
patory processes, especially the modes of engage-
ment, modes of communication for participants
and the responses (Maher, Paulini, &Murty, 2011).

• Nature of the visualisations created: Lastly, we
draw on Pietsch (2000) who suggested to charac-
terize visualisation in relation to abstraction, real-
ism, accuracy.

Rather than reflecting on what the technologies encour-
aged people to share, we explore how the technologies
facilitated this, and our involvement, to understand the
role of the visualisations in the wider social environment
they were used.

3.2. Description of the Two Public Engagement Tools
and Case Studies

To explore understandings of the technology, we chose
to deploy two different technologies with distinct ap-
proaches, media, and types of visualisation through
which we hoped would encourage different responses,
as shown in Table 1. Reflecting the discussion above,
JigsAudio was chosen to facilitate open, place-based
commentaries about areas, whereas PlaceChangers was
used to exemplify an approach based on Euclidean space
that required participants to tie comments to places. Our
research was initiated based upon the recognition of the
complementarity in the researchers’ approaches to pub-
lic engagement.

JigsAudio is a public engagement tool designed to
engage communities in discussing their place experi-
ences and aspirations through drawing and talking. To
use the device, participants were asked to draw their
responses on a jigsaw piece, add an audio recording to
their depiction:

The JigsAudio device reads a radio-frequency iden-
tification…tag (similar to those used in contactless
bank cards) on the jigsaw piece. The participant then
records an audio clip (by pressing the record button)
that is associatedwith their jigsawpiece and the piece

is then placed within the jigsaw. JigsAudio contains a
Raspberry Pi (a bank card-sized computer), [a radio-
frequency identification] scanner and a microphone.
(Wilson & Tewdwr-Jones, 2019, p. 6)

Tiles can be placed on the device to listen to the associ-
ated audio clip. The audio and visuals are then bought to-
gether on a website that shows a community’s thoughts
on the topic.

PlaceChangers is an online platform designed to ex-
tend traditional forms of public consultation with discur-
sive place-based feedback. The platform is based upon
research into different formats of engagement that pub-
lic planners organise to support public consultations dur-
ing plan making (Weise, 2016). Over four years, the plat-
form developed from a ‘tagging game’ into an online
service based on the premise of discussing places on a
map. This type of engagement format ismost useful once
value-based questions around the purpose and key aims
of a design project have been resolved.

3.3. Limitations

In this article, we present the experiences of the re-
searchers involved in mobilising participation through
the public engagement tools, by taking on the role of
the visualiser. Deploying the technologies ‘in-the-wild,’
rather than in more controlled lab-based studies, meant
the work had to be responsive to both the research
project and the participants. In each case we provided
third parties with the engagement technologies and
were not able to observe the technologies throughout
all of their uses. We were not able to get the views of
those who chose not to participate; however, we had
more structured interactions with individuals facilitating
the engagement activities and who had direct contact
with participants.

4. Emerging Practices Involved with Public
Visualisations in Public Engagement

In the previous sections we outlined a shift in both plan-
ning engagement and visualisation, from expert-driven

Table 1. Overview of JigsAudio and PlaceChangers.

Example JigsAudio PlaceChangers

Genealogy of approach ‘Citizens murals’ and photo collections PPGIS type systems and approaches (Kingston
(McClure, Byrne, & Hurand, 1997) et al., 2000; Talen, 2000)

Modes Mainly face-to-face/in public setting. Mainly mediated/online

Format of the public A collection of views on a topic wall made A map-based presentation of annotations for
visualisation up of sketches and audio clips that can be place-change.

played through the JigsAudio device.

Format of individual Tiles made up of sketches/drawings/ Place-based tags made up mainly of text
responses scribbles with accompanying audio comments, ratings, or photos, and sets about the

annotations. of participant questions place more generally.
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to more participatory. In this section we explore how the
tools engaged people in different ways through visualisa-
tions. To reflect on the technology deployments, we use
the framework introduced earlier: the role of the visu-
aliser; the types of engagement enacted; and the nature
of the visualisations created.

4.1. The Case of Engaging in the Future of Newcastle at
the Great North Exhibition—JigsAudio

JigsAudio was used to encourage a debate about the
future of Newcastle during the Great Exhibition of the
North, June through September 2018. This special exhi-
bition celebrated arts, culture and design in the North
of England. Through JigsAudio visitors were provided
with the opportunity to present their ideas, experi-
ences, and aspirations of Newcastle. The aim was to
explore how communities created and communicated
through their own visualisations on issues that mattered
to them, rather than using tools that planners typically
use (such as proposal maps or written policy). The work
was inspired by previous attempts of getting citizens
to express their concerns and aspirations through apps,
which were found to over-represent problems, rather
than closely-held feelings and wider place-experiences
(Wilson et al., 2019). The aim was to encourage longer-
term perspectives than apps developed for speed and
in-situ participation encouraged and test an open-ended
engagement method that encouraged reflection and di-
alogue. Rather than sending responses to a decision
maker, responses would be interpreted and understood
by the respondents through a public visualisation within
which people documented their feelings through draw-
ing and talking.

4.1.1. The Role of the Visualiser

The visualisation within the JigsAudio system led to con-
siderable thought as to how the outcomes from the
discussion of the future of Newcastle should be visu-
alised. Because of this, the visualiser (the person de-
signing the activity) had considerable power in shaping
how people would approach and respond to the activ-
ity based upon its appearance (Norman, 2013; Wilson &
Tewdwr-Jones, 2019)

These considerations included the topic, where the
device would be situatedwithin the gallery, how it would
be affixed, as well as the shape, aesthetics and layout
of the pieces. It was decided the activity would be best
situated within an interactive floor of the gallery en-
couraging people to reflect on the exhibition and com-
municate their ideas. The pieces were blank ‘tiles’ that
could be hooked to the wall—in previous deployments
illustrations already on the piece were used to guide
participants that served to narrow-down what people
communicated (Wilson & Tewdwr-Jones, 2019). Here,
participants could choose where to place their tiles on
the wall. It was decided the activity would be wall-

mounted, and the device and headphones mounted to
a plinth alongside.

Whilst there were decisions taken about the activity
up-front, participants had control over their representa-
tions to varying degrees, through choosing colours,mate-
rials, modifications, andwhere to put their piece, leading
the visual appearance of the activity changed on a daily
basis. Following a nearby crafting activity, it appeared
that some had taken the opportunity to decorate their
piece with pipe cleaners and felt. At other times there
were more pragmatic issues discussed, such as local air
quality and transport. As the different users engaged
with the activity, the visuals changed. Hooks would be-
come filled, pieces would become scarce or would move
around or be placed on top of one another. The con-
stantly evolving and messy display reflected the differ-
ent ideas, viewpoints and preference of communication
of the participants, and presented something that was
not static.

4.1.2. Types of Engagement Enacted

JigsAudio facilitates differing levels of engagement with
the technology and activities. Before engaging, it isworth
noting that participants were required to travel some-
where to engage. The barriers, therefore, were relatively
high for those wishing to participate (when compared to
web-based engagement tools). It was hoped, however,
that once engaging with the activity, many of the bar-
riers to expression (such as needing to use prose), to
digital technology (having to own and be able to use
digital technology) and nervousness (by seeing that oth-
ers had undertaken the task) could be reduced. In order
to facilitate this there were three differing types of en-
gagement thatwere observedwith people engagingwith
the technology:

• Observer: JigsAudio provided the opportunity for
people to stand back and take the visuals in and
get a surface-level understanding of the wider rep-
resentations of the jigsaw pieces, as well as some
of the broader concepts coming forward.

• Interactor: For those more interested, people
could engage with the pieces individually, may
scan and listen to a few of the pieces, and get a
more detailed understanding of an individual’s per-
spectives on an issue.

• Creator: After taking in the view of others, some
chose to provide their own views on the topics.
To do this, people were encouraged to draw their
own depiction, add an audio recording, and add it
to the collection.

JigsAudio, through encouraging drawing and talking, al-
lowed people to communicate through alternativemeth-
ods beyond those typically required to participate (such
as writing). It was theorised that using these communica-
tion methods allowed people to discuss more elaborate
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visions and experiences about place than people might
otherwise be communicated when replying on text. The
large format of the pop-up exhibition encouraged en-
gagement with the activity without requiring people to
visit specific websites or download dedicated apps, and
invited participation from those in who would struggle
with the formal planning system or digital technology

4.1.3. Nature of the Visual(s) Created

The resulting visualisation was a thematic (rather than
spatial) representation of people’s views on a topic in a
mural of tiles (see Figure 1). The broad number of top-
ics represented, and how they were represented, led to
an engagingmosaic of viewpoints that could be explored
by others through its visuals and audio. The visualisation
was unstructured, forming a resource which represented
a group’s wider-ranging viewpoints.

Given the open nature of the commentaries, fur-
ther interpretation is required than when compared to
the PlaceChangers that used a more conventional map-
based approach. Whilst it was beneficial that people
could express their opinions more openly, there were
challenges presented when attempts were made to un-
derstand the implications of these comments. More ab-
stracted comments were difficult to interpret into de-
liverable policy proposals that could be engaged with
through traditional decision-making processes. In the de-
ployment of JigsAudio, whilst the method did inspire
wide-ranging commentaries, it was difficult in some
cases to understand where the comments should be di-
rected (for example, the local government department
responsible for acting on wider place-based comments).
This raises the question as to how far public participa-
tionmethods should align with the procedural processes
of planning within local authorities. There are important

considerations about whether, or when, consultation be
narrowed. Is it preferable to close down discussions, and
have a narrower discussion on the narrower aspects that
can be commented on, or, should wider discussions then
be focussed at later stages?

4.2. The Case of Byker Estate Improvement
Program—PlaceChangers

Here we will discuss the opportunities and limitations
of a narrower approach to engagement using the
PlaceChangers platform deployed in early 2019 on the
Byker estate, a large housing estate in the east of
Newcastle upon Tyne, UK. The following engagement
was predicated around the housing association wanting
to establish actionable changes to public spaces, streets,
greenspaces, alleyways, playgrounds and other facilities.
The estate was large and covered multiple communities
in different types of dwellings. Given the size of the area
and the diversity of potential concerns, the delivery team
wanted to create a resident engagement program that
was simple to deploy whilst being able to systematically
capture wide ranging concerns.

An interactive public mapwas used as part of a wider
engagement programme consisting of local street stalls,
evening workshops with elders, visits to local schools, as
well as site visits and walks. The mapping tool within
the PlaceChangers platform was chosen by the archi-
tect in order to provide more structure to the debate
thanwould otherwise be possible via the existing Twitter
channel, which was also used by residents to give feed-
back on the estate. Subsequently in the delivery of the
programme of work, small notices with tags could be
scanned by mobile phone cameras placed around the
estate as well as online posts with a link to the interac-
tive map.

Figure 1. An example of one deployment at a modern art gallery in Gateshead, UK: JigsAudio device (left) and the public
visual artefact—a tile mural of individual contributions (right).
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4.2.1. The Role of the Visualiser

With themap-based interface, the visualisers, in this case
largely the architects guided by the developers of the
platform, struggled with the typical concerns mentioned
in relation to map-based presentation, including to help
individuals orientate, and to shift relevant aspects into
focus. The visualiser advised the architecture team on
the presentation of the estate and the various focus
areas so that it would be familiar to residents. There
was also the concern how to ensure that respondents
would easily recognise the online campaign as an offi-
cial part of the resident engagement programme and so
a well-used map of the estate was used as an overlay to
the standard base map, along with the logo of the rele-
vant organisation.

To create a shared presentation of the estate, the
architectural team decided to use a colour-coded map
of neighbourhoods that are found widely across the es-
tate as it was thought that this would help residents lo-
cate where they are (see Figure 2, left). In addition, a
number ofwell-known communal points of interestwere
placed on themap of the estatewith some extra informa-
tion. Those points were both used to provide feedback
on general areas but also to help with people’s orienta-
tion. Applying Lynch’s (1960) idea of visualisability, this
approach emphasised nodes and districts. Districts were
heavily abstracted, no longer so much differentiated by
their building typology, but by colour coding of neigh-
bourhoods on amap. All responseswere summarised un-
der each area of the estate, which later helped to recog-
nise how concerns varied across the area as a whole.

4.2.2. Types of Engagement Enacted

Responses were obtained from three architects and ap-
proximately 30 local residents through the online map:
491 improvement ideas were submitted. As opposed to
solely engaging online, the campaign enabled residents
to engage via in-street booths where the architecture

teamprovided a crucial link between the voices and opin-
ions of citizens and their interpretation and referencing
in the platform (see Figure 2, right).

Some responseswere closely related to specific types
of features or locations on the estate, and map-based
presentations lend themselves to responses that are
more likely to relate to place action as opposed to place
meaning. Some responses related to value-based issues,
such as the importance of green space, or the social
causes of littering, where it was impossible to relate
them to any specific location. All responses required de-
tailed reflection and review by a facilitator to relate them
to a programme of work with actionable interventions.

The key concerns observed to a large extent related
to safety concerns and issues with upkeep, especially lit-
ter, bins, and fences etc. The campaign succeeded at flag-
ging a wide range of specific concerns regarding particu-
lar areas or features on the estate which, in turn, led to
honest feedback on feelings towards the place qualities
that could be addressed through design interventions.

4.2.3. Nature of the Visual(s) Created

Overall, the map-based visualisation was useful at
recording the views of different stakeholders, to keep
notes from site visits, and later to help the design team
to sift through the responses by accessing responses
through the map interface. Annotations were clustered
and covered the whole of the estate. The visualisation
was seen as an artefact of progress that provided the
team with the comfort that a lot of work had been done
to capture and document the various insights gained
from both the public and the design team. In the follow-
up, the design team got involved in coding all responses
with topic keywords to facilitate the analysis, leading to
simple summaries of issues in bar charts for each sub
area. This translationwas essential in communicating the
key issues observed on the estate and to create an argu-
ment for change.

Figure 2. Presentation of the public facing map with various annotations from the public and consultant: the public visual
artefact (left) and public event embedding the consultation in a local context (right).
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5. Insights for Future Work

5.1. What Roles Did the Visualiser Take in the Creation
of the Public Visual Artefact?

Reflecting on the two examples, we note that the visu-
aliser played an important role to embed the visualisa-
tion in a place-based context. Initially, the visualiser per-
formed activities to set up the visualisation and embed
it in the respective context and community by providing
the right level of context for public respondents to be
able to interpret what they were asked to do and to de-
velop an appropriate response. The aims of the project
played an important role in determining which type of vi-
sualisation, and its format, would be appropriate. In the
PlaceChangers example, where the focus was on ideas
for improving an existing estate, thismeant to present an
abstract map of the estate that shifted different neigh-
bourhoods into focus. With JigsAudio, which aimed to
enable a discussion in relation to the value of a place,
it meant setting up an environment within which par-
ticipants could reflect, and respond creatively, without
needing to identify specific places. The geographic con-
text here was only implied through cues and prompts
provided as part of the engagement activity.

In the aforementioned project examples, the visu-
aliser takes a role different from typical tasks in creating
a visualisation. The role of the visualiser here is to antici-
pate the format of contributions, and the ways in which
the contributions made by others are logged, presented,
and related in order to enable the creation of a pub-
lic visual artefact. The visualiser therefore needs to con-
sider guidelines and hints that help others to contribute
to the visualisation, regardless of whether the visualiser
is present. The contributors themselves will emerge as
essential in the creation of the visualisation. In a visu-
alisation driven by public responses, it means that the
role of professionals, such as architects and planners, can
shift to support the facilitation and interpretation of the
content of the visualisations. Therefore, as suggested by
Paulini, Murty, andMaher (2013) in collective design pro-
cesses, an important consideration of the visualiser to
make is not solely the form and nature of the public visu-
alisation, but also the likely roles that participants take in

the production of that visual. Box 1 provides a few roles
that emerged.

5.2. How Did the Different Characteristics of Spatial and
Non-Spatial Visualisations Influence the Types of
Engagement with Place Qualities?

PlaceChangers and JigsAudio abstract a place-based con-
versation in different ways (see Table 2). As we note
from the discussion of the two visualisations, different
types of visualisations are likely to evoke a different re-
sponse that is either more useful for place meaning or
place actions. With JigsAudio, there is no explicit men-
tion or use of geographic space in the visualisation. Here
individual contributions consist of drawings and audio in
response to an open question, that may be more likely
to explore values and feelings in relation to a place and
therefore are more useful for establishing place mean-
ing. While the PlaceChangers platform is also deployed
within a place-based context, responses require explicit
spatial references and so require respondents to think
about where their opinions relate to and therefore is
most useful to consider place action.

Place meaning relates to the interpretation of the
place and various views of set priorities; place action
may be more around specific, often narrow actions, and
the prioritisation of those actions with everybody in-
volved. Typically, at the beginning of any public engage-
ment project in town planning, it is counterproductive
to try and tie feedback to locations without any spe-
cific focus—rather an approach built around establishing
place meaning offers the opportunity to establish broad
aspirations and fears to feed into a design project. What
seems to be required instead, related to the perspec-
tive of ‘infrastructuring’ community engagement, is an
artefact-centric view that accommodates visualisations
in an integrated approach that establishes place action
based on place meaning. This is exemplified in any de-
sign process that begins with fuzzy and abstract problem
spaces that later narrows to practical activities and ac-
tion (Paulini et al., 2013). Naturally, earlier design stages
require visualisations with coarser accuracy or realism,
and greater abstraction. Later design stages, instead, re-
quire visualisations that incorporate a greater degree of

Box 1. Consideration to be given to emerging roles in participatory processes that involve public visual artefacts for partic-
ipation in town planning.

Visualiser: Shapes the setup and envisions the future digital public visualisation.

Interpreter: Participants and professionals interpreting individual contributions, for example, through tagging.

Facilitator: Participants or professionals to embed the visualisations with engagement activities.

Contributor: Participants or professionals to make additions to the public visualisation.

Observer: Those who enjoy the visualisation and reflect but may not contribute.
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Table 2. Review of the public visual artefacts in JigsAudio and PlaceChangers using the characteristics of visualisations (see
Pietsch, 2000).

Example Sketch mural Annotated map

Abstraction High: On level of individual contribution Medium: map is abstracted based on built environment,
and the public visual but does not reflect lived experience

Realism Low: Not a requirement for this visual Low: Dimensions and spatial placement of build environment
can be seen, but it is clear that it is a map

Accuracy Low: Not a requirement for this visual Medium: Contributions relate to some location in the
neighbourhood. Accuracy is not a requirement.

the real world (for instance in terms of constraints) to
greater accuracy, realism, and therefore require less ab-
straction in the place-based relationships they suggest.

5.3. How Might Public Visualisations Create a Space for
the Discussion of Alternative Views of Place?

As indicated, visualisations with different levels of ab-
straction encourage different responses—earlier stages
of engagement can accommodate wider place-based dis-
cussions, whereas later stages require ideas on concrete
proposals. It suggests that designers of digital participa-
tion technologies need to understand how to encourage
people to express their abstract ideas towards place be-
fore comments on specific parts of plans are discussed.
Parameters become more refined over time, from ab-
stract conceptualisations and ideas become more de-
tailed specified plans. Visualisations only perform well if
they present a clear message relative to the purpose, cul-
tural frames, and expertise of the person intended to be
engaged. Therefore, in themediatisation engagement on
urban issues and the further exploration of visualisations
for public engagement, we suggest Figure 3 for which dif-
ferent visualisations are required.

By the term ‘informal engagement’ wemean engage-
ment that takes place in informal settings and on top-
ics that are less strictly aligned to formal planning pro-
cesses, rather than those that require engagement with
planning policies and specific proposals. Here public vi-
sual artefacts could play a significant role to serve as early
conversation starters for built environment projects. The
different engagement approaches (from informal to for-
mal engagement) recognise that the shaping of place of-
ten falls outside of formal planning processes. Therefore,
we need to pay attention towards how we open up in-
formal discussions outside and acknowledge people’s ex-

periences of place and long-term aspirations with flexi-
ble visual tools that are not constrained by formalities
(in terms of process), or high levels of precision. A key
direction for newmethods of engagement is the increas-
ing overlap of digital technology and built environments
(McCullough, 2005). Architecture and the built form pro-
vide a foundation upon which digital technologies can
provide interactivity in future urban spaces that may lie
beyond screens and maps.

6. Towards an Ecology of Public Visualisations for
Participation in Planning

We considered two engagement tools that used public-
facing visualisations to evoke a response from mem-
bers of the public for a specific planning purpose devel-
oped by us. Each of the engagement tools demonstrated
public-facing visualisations with different degrees of pre-
cision and accuracy in how they depicted aspects of the
real world. In the case of JigsAudio, we find a visualisa-
tion that evokes responses that are abstract and implic-
itly linked to a place. Through its physical embedding,
the visualisation does not require any specific reference
to a place, and thereby offers the opportunity for cre-
ative and unconstrained responses. These messier and
all-encompassing comments require a vital stage of trans-
lation to fit within formal decision-making processes. In
order for JigsAudio to form an effective participation
method, this step must be carried out by someone close
to the participants, who can take the comments and un-
derstand them within the context of shared experiences
and concepts.

In the case of PlaceChangers, we find a visualisation
that is more explicit in terms of the location comments
referred to, and therefore requires respondents to raise
ideas and responses that are more specific and narrower

Abstracted Ideas for shaping a Place ↔ Formal allocations of land to specific uses

The principles of scale and massing ↔ Detailed architectural plans

Informal engagement (i.e., aligned with ↔ Formal engagement (statutory required engagement
experiences) aligned with law and policy)

Figure 3. Levels of abstraction and engagement approaches.
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to a particular location. The visualiser makes important
decisions relating to the setup of the initial map canvas,
as to what to move into focus, and what to abstract or
remove, in order to shape the discussions. Here, too, re-
sponses will require interpretation by someone close to
the case, in this case architects involved.

We suggest that the first approach is an example of a
visualisation that is powerful in evoking discussion about
place meanings, that is the values and feelings citizens
attach to place. The second approach uses visualisation
that evokes responses around specific narrower issues
(what is where) and is better suited to place actions,
perhaps later in the development of a plan for an area.
Future work should look to define when and how visu-
alisations suited for engagement on place meaning (spa-
tially more abstract) with those suited for place action
(spatially more explicit) can be linked. We believe that
this could strengthen the support for broad informal pub-
lic discussions and the ability to generate proposals from
the bottom up in a manner that can have an influence in
the formal processes of the planning system.

The article also highlights the changing role of the
visualiser involved in these public engagement projects.
Rather than the production of final maps or renderings
that present place-based visions, the role of the visu-
aliser shifts towards creating frameworks within which
the public can pull contributions together in a process
where public visual artefacts arise. Tools for participation
should reflect the terms they are engaging people on.
These new practices will involve considering how to em-
bed the public visualisation in emergent public engage-
ment projects. It will also involve the creation of formats
within which members of the public can co-create pub-
lic visualisations of what is needed and wanted. Lastly, it
will also require negotiating and defining potential roles
individuals in the creation of the public visual artefact,
and how they relate to project stakeholders. While signif-
icant attention has been typically given to professional’s
collaboration tools, includingmapping systems andmod-
elling tools, further research is required on the power
of these informal, often more simplistic visualisations in
public engagement processes, and the role of the visu-
aliser in these contexts when removed from the realm of
the planning professional.
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